BISHOKU INU.

the most gourmet Inu

Whitepaper

introduction.
the Inu family of tokens is particularly

appreciated by the crypto community but
often the project is little sought after or
brings nothing special. That's why I

decided with my sidekick to create

Bishoku! The original idea comes from the
universe of Hunter X Hunter where there
are characters called "Gourmet Hunter"
who are mercenaries in search of new
flavors.
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story and
purpose.
I liked the concept of gourmet and this is
how the idea of Kishoku Inu came about.

From this, the idea was to add a buyback
mechanism to allow the project to

continue. The main features that will be
developed will be a very complete

portfolio tracker. A small feature will also
be to be able to obtain your Bishoku

license depending on the number of
tokens owned.
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buyback
mechanism.
Meme tokens are often much more volatile
and can drop or climb very quickly. this is
why we have integrated a buyback

mechanism that will allow the price to be
maintained.

it is often due to the lack of fundamental

that we use the same tokens and we are
aware of it. Although Bishoku will have

specific features, we wanted to add this
buyback mechanism
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buyback
mechanism.
How it works ?

During each transaction a part of the BNB
is sent to the contract.

When the contract reaches a certain cap
(by default 1 BNB), a part of it is used to
buy back the $BISHOKU tokens.

Once these are redeemed, they are

automatically sent to the burn address. It's
important to note that everything is done
automatically and therefore the process
cannot be altered and the funds cannot
be diverted.
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tokenomics.
Simple tokenomics
Static rewards 4%

Buyback 5%

Marketing 1%

On each transactions, 10% of immutable
tax are applied. The 1% of this tax is
going to a marketing wallet who will be
used for marketing purpose only.
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token
distribution.
Total supply 100%

10,000,000,000,000,000
Initial Burn 20%

2,000,000,000,000,000
Dev Wallet 4% (Locked)

400,000,000,000,000
Airdrop Wallet 1%

100,000,000,000,000
Initial Liquidity 30,8%

3,080,000,000,000,000
Token for presale 44%

4,400,000,000,000,000
*the excess of the tokens will be burned
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team.
Hello everyone, my name is Kaito in
reference to Hunter x Hunter. I really
liked the concept of Hunter
Gourmet. It is for this reason that I
decided with a friend to create
Bishoku Inu (Bishoku means
Gourmet in japanese). Connect the
world of Hunter X Hunter and Inu
tokens.

You can contact me via
this mail:
bishoku.inu@gmail.com
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team.

Of course I'm not
alone! I have a
sidekick who is very
discreet but he works
a lot.

Feel free to contact me on telegram
@kaitosenpai
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roadmap.
first phase
Coingecko

Influencers Campaign
Launch of public sale

CoinMarketCap listing

second phase
New partnerships
Bishoku Swap

Bishoku Card License
Community buyback

third phase
Bishoku X

CEX listing

Amabassador Reveal
Bishoku Store
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disclaimer.
All of the information contained in
this Whitepaper and on the website
(bishokuinu.com) is provided solely
for eductional purposes and shoult
not be construed as financial advice.
Purchasing or trading
cryptocurrencies is fraught with
danger and uncertainty. Viewers of
this Whitepaper should never put
more money into crypto than they
can afford to lose. Before investing in
this or any other cryptocurrency
project, the reader should always
seek expert investment advice.

Always DYOR
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